
STRINGY INVARIANTS OF NORMAL SURFACESWillem VeysAbstract. The stringy Euler number and E{function of Batyrev for log terminal singu-larities can in dimension 2 also be considered for a normal surface singularity with all logdiscrepancies nonzero in its minimal log resolution. Here we obtain a structure theorem forresolution graphs with respect to log discrepancies, implying that these stringy invariantscan be de�ned in a natural way, even when some log discrepancies are zero, and moreprecisely for all normal surface singularities which are not log canonical. We also showthat the stringy E{functions of log terminal surface singularities are polynomials (withrational powers) with nonnegative coe�cients, yielding well de�ned (rationally graded)stringy Hodge numbers.
Introduction0.1. The invariants stringy Euler number and E{function were de�ned as follows byBatyrev [B1] for complex algebraic varieties Y with at worst log terminal singularities.Let � : X ! Y be a log resolution of Y and Ei; i 2 T , the irreducible components of theexceptional divisor of � with log discrepancies ai, i.e. KX = ��KY +Pi2T (ai � 1)Eiwhere K� denotes the canonical divisor. Denote also E�I := (\i2IEi) n ([` 62IE`) forI � T . Then the stringy Euler number of Y is(�) e(Y ) := XI�T �(E�I )Yi2I 1ai 2 Q ;where �(�) denotes the topological Euler characteristic. Recall that log terminalitymeans that all ai > 0. A �ner invariant is the stringy E{function(��) E(Y ) := XI�T H(E�I )Yi2I uv � 1(uv)ai � 1of Y , where H(E�I ) 2 Z[u; v] is the Hodge polynomial of E�I , see (1.1); E(Y ) is thus a`rational function with rational powers'. The proof of Batyrev that these invariants donot depend on the choice of a particular resolution uses the idea of motivic integration,initiated by Kontsevich [K] and developed by Denef and Loeser [DL1,DL2]. In [B1] the1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 14B05 14J17 32S50 (32S45 58A14).Key words and phrases. Surface singularity invariant, stringy Euler number, stringy E{function,stringy Hodge numbers, resolution graph. 1



stringy E{function was used to formulate a topological mirror symmetry test for pairsof Calabi{Yau varieties (with at worst Gorenstein canonical singularities).These invariants were subsequently generalized to kawamata log terminal pairs [B2],and to pairs (Y;D), where Y is any Q{Gorenstein variety and D a Q{Cartier divisoron Y whose support contains the locus of log canonical singularities of Y [V3].0.2. For normal surfaces Y (with at worst log terminal singularities) it is clear that onecan de�ne these invariants using the minimal log resolution of Y , and check that theyare invariant under blowing{ups. And of course for any normal surface the expressions(�) and (��) make sense, at least if all ai 6= 0 ! (This was already implicit in [V2, 5.8].)Singularities for which certainly not all ai 6= 0 are the log canonical singularitieswhich are not log terminal (we call these strictly log canonical ). But also quite `general'singularities can have some ai = 0 in their minimal log resolution.Here we will introduce a natural extension of the stringy Euler number and stringyE{function to normal surfaces, even when some ai = 0; more precisely we will allowai = 0 if Ei �= P1 and intersects at most twice other components E`. For exampleif Ei intersects precisely E1 and E2 (with a1 6= 0 and a2 6= 0), then we rede�ne thecontribution of fig; fi; 1g and fi; 2g in (�) as�ia1a2 ;where ��i is the self{intersection number of Ei in X. These invariants are de�ned usingthe minimal log resolution, but in fact one can use any `allowed resolution' as above.The point is that in this way we are able to generalize E(Y ) and e(Y ) to any normalsurface without strictly log canonical singularities. This is a consequence of the followingtheorem concerning the structure of the resolution graph of surface singularities.0.3. Theorem. Let P 2 Y be a normal surface singularity (germ) which is not logcanonical. Let � : X ! Y be the minimal log resolution of P 2 Y , for which we use thenotation of (0.1). Then ��1P = [i2TEi consists of the connected part N := [ i2Tai<0Ei,to which a �nite number of chains are attached as in Figure 1. Here Ei � N ; E` �= P1for 1 � ` � r, a1 � 0 and (ai <)a1 < a2 < � � � < ar < 1.In particular either all a` > 0 for 1 � ` � r, or a1 = 0 and a` > 0 for 2 � ` � r.
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............. .............: : : ErEr�1E2E1Ei Figure 10.4. When Y is a projective algebraic variety (of arbitrary dimension) with at worstGorenstein canonical singularities, Batyrev also proposed in [B1] the following de�nitionof stringy Hodge numbers hp;qst (Y ) if E(Y ) is a polynomial. Say E(Y ) =Pp;q bp;qupvq2 Z[u; v], then hp;qst (Y ) := (�1)p+qbp;q. He also conjectured that then all hp;qst (Y ) are2



nonnegative. (When Y is nonsingular E(Y ) = H(Y ) and hence the stringy Hodgenumbers are just the usual Hodge numbers.)One can ask more generally for varieties with at worst log terminal singularities tode�ne stringy Hodge numbers if E(Y ) is a polynomial (with rational powers). Thenhowever they would be rationally graded; now this phenomenon appears naturally inthe stringy geometry of orbifolds, see Ruan [R].0.5. Here we show that the stringy E{functions of log terminal surface singularities arepolynomials in uv (with rational powers) with nonnegative coe�cients. Hence it reallymakes sense to associate stringy Hodge numbers to a normal surface with at worst logterminal singularities via its stringy E{function.This result uses a formula for the contribution of a chain of P1's in [i2TEi to thestringy E{function in terms of the determinant of a certain non{symmetric deformationof the intersection matrix of the components in the chain, see (5.5). Such a determinantappeared already in [V1] and [V2].0.6. Remark. The stringy Euler numbers in this paper are di�erent from the orbifoldEuler numbers in the recent work of Langer [L]; as he already remarked stringy Eulernumbers are topological invariants, which is not the case for orbifold Euler numbers.0.7. In x1 we recall for the convenience of the reader some basic notions and theclassi�cation of log canonical surface singularities. Theorem 0.3 is proved in x2. Thenin x3 we introduce our stringy invariants, working more generally with the Grothendieckring of algebraic varieties instead of Hodge polynomials. Generalizing the log terminalcase [B1, Theorem 3.7], we verify in x4 Poincar�e duality for the stringy E{functionof a complete normal surface, and we describe the meaning of its constant term. Inx5 we prove the nonnegativity of the coe�cients of the determinant, expressing thecontribution of a chain of P1's to the stringy E{function; �nally we use this in x6 totreat the log terminal singularities and to notice a remarkable fact concerning weightedhomogeneous surface singularities.Acknowledgement. We would like to thank B. Rodrigues for his useful remarks.1. Basics1.1. We denote by V the Grothendieck ring of complex algebraic varieties (i.e. ofreduced separated schemes of �nite type over C ). This is the free abelian group gen-erated by the symbols [V], where [V] is a variety, subject to the relations [V ] = [V 0] ifV �= V 0 and [V ] = [V nW ] + [W ] if W is closed in V . Its ring structure is given by[V ] � [W ] := [V �W ]. We abbreviate L := [A 1 ].For a variety V we denote by hp;q(Hic(V; C )) the rank of the (p; q){Hodge componentin the mixed Hodge structure of the ith cohomology group with compact support of V ,and we put ep;q(V ) :=Pi�0(�1)ihp;q(Hic(V; C )). The Hodge polynomial of V isH(V ) = H(V ;u; v) :=Xp;q ep;q(V )upvq 2 Z[u; v] :3



Precisely by the de�ning relations of V there is a well de�ned ring morphismH : V ! Z[u; v] determined by [V ] 7! H(V ).We denote by �(V ) the topological Euler characteristic of V , i.e. the alternating sumof the ranks of its Betti or the Rham cohomology groups. Clearly �(V ) = H(V ; 1; 1)and we also obtain a ring morphism � : V ! Z determined by [V ] 7! �(V ).1.2. Remark. For a variety Y as in (0.1) one can also consider the `�nest' stringyinvariant E(Y ) := XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 ;living in a ring which we will not specify here (see e.g. [V3]); it specializes via the mapH to E(Y ). We will discuss this when Y is a surface in (3.2).1.3. Let P 2 S be a normal complex surface germ and � : X ! S a resolution ofP 2 S, i.e. a proper birational morphism from a smooth surface X. This implies that��1P = [i2TEi where the Ei are (distinct) irreducible curves. We call � a log (orembedded or good ) resolution if moreover [i2TEi is a normal crossings divisor, meaningthat the Ei are smooth curves intersecting transversely. Denoting by K� the canonicaldivisor, the expression(1) KX = ��KS +Xi2T (ai � 1)Eimakes sense and ai 2 Q is called the log discrepancy of Ei.1.4. For the sequel it is useful to recall here the construction of the ai. Although inarbitrary dimension it is not clear how to pullback Weil divisors (like KS), there isa natural de�nition on normal surfaces by Mumford [M, p.17]. This amounts here inapplying the adjunction formula to (1) for all Ej , yielding the linear system of equations(2) Xi2T (ai � 1)Ei �Ej = 2pa(Ej)� 2� E2j ; j 2 T;where pa(Ej) is the arithmetic genus of Ej. Since the intersection matrix of the Ei isnegative de�nite [M], this linear system indeed has a unique solution over Q .1.5. De�nition. The singularity P 2 S is called canonical, log terminal and logcanonical if for some (or equivalently : any) log resolution of P 2 S we have that allai; i 2 T , are � 1; > 0 and � 0, respectively.The canonical (surface) singularities are precisely the Du Val or ADE singularities.1.6. We recall the classi�cation of log terminal and log canonical surface singularitiesusing the pictorial presentation of [A], to which we also refer for a proof and adequatereferences. We use the dual graph of the minimal log resolution � : X ! S of P 2 Sin which the Ei; i 2 T , are represented by dots and an intersection between them by aline connecting the corresponding dots. Also here by an ellips we abbreviate a chain of4



arbitrary length r � 1 as in Figure 2, where E1 �= � � � �= Er �= P1, and the number n isthe absolute value of the determinant of the intersection matrix of E1; � � � ; Er..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................n := : : :� � � � �E1 E2 E3 Er�1 ErFigure 2In Figures 3 and 4 below all Ei are rational, except in case (3).(i) The log terminal surface singularities have possible dual graphs as in Figure 3.Among these the canonical singularities are those where all Ei have self{intersectionnumber �2. We also recall that case (1) consists of the Hirzebruch{Jung singularitiesAn;q, where q can be taken as the absolute value of the determinant of the intersectionmatrix of either E1; � � � ; Er�1 or E2; � � � ; Er (see e.g. [BPV, III5])..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................n(1) ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................n1 n2n3(2) � ...................................................................................................................................................... with (n1; n2; n3) = 8>>><>>>: (2; 2; n3 � 2)(2; 3; 3)(2; 3; 4)(2; 3; 5)Figure 3(ii) The log canonical surface singularities which are not log terminal, called strictlylog canonical in the sequel, have possible dual graphs as in Figure 4. Cases (3) and (4)are called simple elliptic and cusp singularities, respectively.2. Structure of the resolution graph2.1. Let P 2 S be a normal complex surface germ. We exclude the easy case thatP 2 S is canonical.Let �0 : X0 ! S be the minimal resolution of P 2 S and � : X ! S its minimallog resolution. So � = h � �0 where h : X ! X0 is the minimal embedded resolutionof ��10 P � X0. We will denote the irreducible components of ��10 P and ��1P byEi; i 2 T0 and i 2 T , respectively (so T0 � T ). For i 2 T we will denote by ai the logdiscrepancy of Ei.2.2. Lemma [A, 3.1.2{3.1.3]. (i) 8i 2 T0 : ai < 1.(ii) Let T 00  T0. Then the solutions a0i; i 2 T 00, of the linear system (2'), which isgiven by replacing T by T 00 in (2), satisfy ai < a0i for all i 2 T 00.5



�(3) elliptic curve
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��� � ................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................(4) a closed chain of length r � 2
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................n1 n2n3(5) � ...................................................................................................................................................... with (n1; n2; n3) = 8><>: (2; 3; 6)(2; 4; 4)(3; 3; 3).............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................�� ��...................................................................................................................................... ................................................................... ...................................................................(6) where the four end curveshave self{intersection �2Figure 42.3. Denote �j = �E2j (in X0) for j 2 T0; so �j 2 N n f0g, and if Ej �= P1, then �j � 2because �0 is the minimal resolution. We will often use the equalities in (2) in the form(3) �jaj = rXi=1(Ej �Ei)(ai � 1) + 2� 2pa(Ej)for j 2 T0, where Ej intersects precisely E1; � � � ; Er.We now start the discussion of the structure of the resolution graph [i2T0Ei � X0with respect to the nullity and signs of the log discrepancies. We begin with the followingobvious remark.2.4. Remark. If pa(Ej) � 1 then either(i) aj < 0, or(ii) aj = 0, pa(Ej) = 1 and ��10 P = Ej.More precisely there are three possibilities for Ej in case (ii) : a (nonsingular) ellipticcurve, a rational curve with one node or a rational curve with one (ordinary) cusp.2.5. Lemma. Suppose that [i2T0Ei is not a normal crossings divisor at the pointQ 2 X0. Then either(i) all Ej 3 Q satisfy aj < 0, or(ii) we have that ai = 0 for all i 2 T0, and more precisely [i2T0Ei is one of thefollowing (see Figure 5) :(1) a rational curve with one node,(2) a rational curve with one cusp, 6



(3) two smooth rational curves intersecting in Q with intersection multiplicity 2,(4) three smooth rational curves intersecting each other in Q such that any two ofthem intersect transversely.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................�Q(1) ..........................................................................................................................................�Q(2) .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. �Q(3) ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... � Q(4)Figure 5Proof. If ��10 P consists of just one component Ej, then by assumption this Ej is notsmooth and thus pa(Ej) � 1. Then by Remark 2.4 either aj < 0 or we are dealing withcase (1) or (2).From now on we suppose that jT0j � 2 and we denote T 00 := fj 2 T0 j Q 2 Ejg. IfT 00 = fjg, then again Ej must be singular, pa(Ej) � 1 and aj < 0. So we can assumefurther that also jT 00j � 2. For j 2 T 00 denotec0j := 2pa(Ej)� 2 + Xk 6=jk2T 00 Ek �Ej :Since [k2T 00Ek is not a normal crossings divisor at Q, we have that each c0j � 0. Weconsider the linear system of equationsXi2T 00 a0iEi �Ej = c0j ; j 2 T 00;and argue as in [A, 3.1.2]. Since the intersection matrix of the Ei; i 2 T 00, is negativede�nite, all coe�cients of its inverse matrix are strictly negative, and so all a0i � 0.First case : T 00  T0. It should be clear that the a0i; i 2 T 00, are also the solutions of thesystem (2') in Lemma 2.2(ii); hence this lemma yields that ai < 0 for all i 2 T 00.Second case : T 00 = T0. So a0i = ai for i 2 T 00 = T0. If at least one c0j > 0 then allaj < 0. On the other hand, if all c0j = 0, then for all j 2 T0 we have that aj = 0, andby de�nition of c0j also that pa(Ej) = 0 and P k 6=jk2T0 Ek � Ej = 2. This is only possiblewhen dealing with cases (3) or (4). �2.6. Proposition. Suppose that aj � 0 for all j 2 T0. Then either(i) P 2 S is log canonical, or(ii) P 2 S has minimal resolution [i2T0Ei � X0 as in cases (2), (3) or (4) of Lemma2.5, and thus minimal log resolution [i2TEi � X as in Figure 6, where all curves arerational and the numbers denote log discrepancies.
0 0 0 �1Figure 67



Proof. If [i2T0Ei is a normal crossings divisor, then X0 = X and P 2 S is log canonical.Otherwise we have one of the four cases of Lemma 2.5(ii), where case (1) is also logcanonical. �The following lemma will be the crucial ingredient for our structure theorem.2.7. Lemma. Let a �xed Ej; j 2 T0; intersect (in X0) another component E1 suchthat their log discrepancies satisfy aj � 0 and a1 < aj . Then(i) Ej �= P1 and [i2T0Ei is a normal crossings divisor at each point of Ej; also(ii) Ej intersects at most twice [` 6=jE`, and if it intersects besides E1 also Ei, thenEi �= P1 and aj < ai.
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................EiEjE1 Figure 7Proof. (i) This is immediate by Remark 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, respectively.(ii) Suppose that Ej intersects besides E1 at least twice other components, say E2and E3. The equation (3) for Ej yields�jaj � 3Xi=1(ai � 1) + 2 = a1 + a2 + a3 � 1 ;since possible other components E` intersecting Ej have a` < 1. Using furthermore thata1 < aj we obtain(4) 0 � (�j � 1)aj < a2 + a3 � 1:Since also a2 < 1 and a3 < 1 this can only occur if both a2 > 0 and a3 > 0. Then byRemark 2.4 we have E2 �= E3 �= P1, and thus �2; �3 � 2. Applying now equation (3) toEi for i = 2; 3 yields �iai � aj + 1 and thusai � aj + 1�i � aj + 12 :Plugging in these inequalities in (4) we obtain(�j � 1)aj < aj ;which is impossible since �j � 2 and aj � 0. So indeed Ej intersects besides E1 at mostonce another component.Suppose �nally that also Ei intersects Ej . Then �jaj = a1+ai, implying analogouslyaj � (�j � 1)aj < ai. So certainly ai > 0 and hence Ei �= P1. �8



2.8. Theorem. Suppose that at least one Ej; j 2 T0, has log discrepancy aj < 0.Then the minimal resolution graph ��10 P = [i2T0Ei(� X0) of P 2 S consists of theconnected part N0 := [i2T0ai<0Ei, to which a �nite number of chains are attached as inFigure 1. Here Ei � N0; E` �= P1 for 1 � ` � r, a1 � 0 and (ai <)a1 < a2 < � � � < ar,and [i2T0Ei is a normal crossings divisor at each point of [r̀=1E`.Proof. If ai < 0 for all i 2 T0, then of course N = [i2T0Ei is connected and there is noother claim.On the other hand suppose that there is an E`; ` 2 T0, with a` � 0; then there isalso a component E1 with a1 � 0 that intersects a component of N , say Ei. Now byLemma 2.7 either E1 intersects only Ei, or it intersects exactly one other componentE2 with a1 < a2 (see Figure 8).
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................E2E1Ei Figure 8In the last case analogously either E2 intersects only E1, or exactly one other componentE3 with a2 < a3. Ultimately we must obtain a chain as described above, where therationality and normal crossings property of its components are implied by Lemma 2.7.Now all other Ek with ak � 0 form such (necessarily disjoint) chains, implying thatN0 is connected. �2.9. Addendum (easy exercise). Suppose that a1 = 0 in Theorem 2.8.(i) If r = 1, then ai = �1.(ii) If r = 2, then ai = � 1�2 � � 12 .(iii) If r > 2, then ai > � 1�2 � � 12 .

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............. .............: : : ErEr�1E2E1Ei Figure 12.10. We now derive from Theorem 2.8 precisely the same statement for the minimallog resolution of any singularity which is not log canonical. For completeness we recallthe data. 9



Theorem. Let P 2 S be a normal surface singularity germ which is not log canonical.Let � : X ! S be the minimal log resolution of P 2 S; denote the irreducible compo-nents of ��1P by Ei; i 2 T , and their log discrepancies by ai. Then ��1P = [i2TEiconsists of the connected part N = [ i2Tai<0Ei, to which a �nite number of chainsare attached as in Figure 1. Here Ei � N ; E` �= P1 for 1 � ` � r, a1 � 0 and(ai <)a1 < a2 < � � � < ar < 1.In particular either all a` > 0 for 1 � ` � r, or a1 = 0 and a` > 0 for 2 � ` � r.Proof. By Proposition 2.6 either [i2TEi � X is as in Figure 6, which is as stated, orat least one Ei; i 2 T0, has log discrepancy ai < 0 and then we can apply Theorem 2.8.The description of [i2T0Ei there implies the following. Let Q 2 [i2T0Ei be the centreof one of the �rst blowing{ups of h : X ! X0 (if X 6= X0). Then all E` that contain Qbelong to N0, i.e. have a` < 0.We only have to show that the exceptional curve E of this blowing{up still has logdiscrepancy a < 0, because then [i2TEi will be as stated by repeated application ofthis argument.Now indeed the equality (3) applied to E, considered in the blown{up of X0 in Q,yields a = X`2T0E`3Q �`(a` � 1) + 2 ;where �` is the multiplicity of E` � X0 in the point Q. Since [ `2T0E`3QE` is not a normalcrossings divisor in Q, we have that P `2T0E`3Q �` � 2 and consequently a < 0.Remark that thus all a`; ` 2 T; satisfy a` < 1, which was not a priori obvious for theminimal log resolution of P 2 S. �2.11. We will not use it in this paper, but Theorem 2.10 can easily be extended tothe situation P 2 (S;B), where B is a reduced divisor on S such that each of itsirreducible components contains P . For any resolution ~� : ~X ! S of P 2 S, denotingthe irreducible components of ~��1B by Ei; i 2 ~T ; the log discrepancies ai; i 2 ~T ; arenow de�ned by K ~X = ~��(KS + B) +Pi2 ~T (ai � 1)Ei. Note that in particular ai = 0for each component Ei of the strict transform of B.Working through the arguments in this section, one can verify that Theorem 2.10remains true, where now � is the minimal log resolution of (the germ at P of) thepair (S;B) and T runs over the irreducible components of ��1B. In particular theirreducible components of the strict transform of B give `chains with r = 1 and a1 = 0'.3. Definition of stringy invariants3.1. Here we let S be a normal algebraic surface. We denote again by � : X ! Sthe minimal log resolution of S and by Ei; i 2 T , the irreducible components of theexceptional divisor of � with log discrepancies ai; i 2 T . For I � T we put EI := \i2IEiand E�I := EI n [` 62IE`. (So E; = X.) 10



3.2. It is clear that when all log discrepancies ai 6= 0 one can at least de�ne stringyinvariants e(S) and E(S) by the same formulas as in (0.1). One can moreover considerthe `�nest' such invariant E(S) on the level of the Grothendieck ring V of algebraicvarieties. Denote by t the least common denominator of the ai; i 2 T , and by L1=t theclass of Y in the quotient of the polynomial ring V[Y ] by (Y t � L). ThenE(S) = XI�T [E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 ;living in the localization of V[L1=t; L�1=t] with respect to the elements Lb=t � 1;b 2 Z n f0g. One can easily generalize H : V ! Z[u; v] to a ring morphism H from thisring to the `rational functions in u; v with rational powers' such that H(E(S)) = E(S).We now extend in a natural way these notions to surfaces S for which certain logdiscrepancies are allowed to be zero; more precisely we allow ai = 0 if Ei �= P1 and Eiintersects exactly once or twice other components E` (with a` 6= 0). By Theorem 2.10this means that we consider in fact all normal surfaces without strictly log canonicalsingularities !3.3. We �rst motivate our de�nition. Let Ei �= P1 intersect exactly E1 and E2, anddenote E2i = ��i. If all log discrepancies are nonzero, then the contribution of Ei to(the generalized) e(S) is 0ai + 1aia1 + 1aia2 = a1 + a2aia1a2 = �ia1a2 :This expression is also meaningful if ai = 0, and can thus be considered as generalizingthe `classical' contribution of Ei if ai 6= 0. (Analogously when Ei intersects only E1 itscontribution is �ia1 .)In the same spirit (when all log discrepancies are nonzero) the contribution of Ei toE(S) is (L� 1) L� 1Lai � 1 + (L� 1)2(Lai � 1)(La1 � 1) + (L� 1)2(Lai � 1)(La2 � 1)= (L� 1)2(L�iai � 1)(Lai � 1)(La1 � 1)(La2 � 1) = (L� 1)2(L(�i�1)ai + � � �+ Lai + 1)(La1 � 1)(La2 � 1) :Also this expression makes sense if ai = 0 and becomes then�i(L� 1)2(La1 � 1)(La2 � 1) :3.4. De�nition. Let S be a normal algebraic surface without strictly log canonicalsingularities for which we use the notation of (3.1). We put furthermore Z := fi 2 T jai = 0g.(i) The stringy Euler number of S ise(S) := XI�TnZ �(E�I )Yi2I 1ai +Xi2Z �iai1ai2 ;11



where for i 2 Z we denote ��i = E2i , and Ei intersects either Ei1 and Ei2 or only Ei1(and then we put ai2 := 1).(ii) With the same notation the stringy E{invariant and stringy E{function of S areE(S) := XI�TnZ[E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 +Xi2Z �i(L� 1)2(Lai1 � 1)(Lai2 � 1) andE(S) := XI�TnZH(E�I )Yi2I uv � 1(uv)ai � 1 +Xi2Z �i(uv � 1)2((uv)ai1 � 1)((uv)ai2 � 1) :So as before H(E(S))) = E(S) and limu;v!1E(S) = e(S).3.5. The following supports the naturality of our de�nition : the stringy invariants ofDe�nition 3.4 can in fact be given by the same expressions in terms of any log resolutionwith allowed zero discrepancies as above.Proposition. Let S be a normal algebraic surface without strictly log canonical sin-gularities. Let �0 : X 0 ! S be a log resolution of S and Ei; i 2 T 0(� T ), the irreduciblecomponents of the exceptional divisor of �0 with log discrepancies ai; i 2 T 0. DenoteZ 0 := fi 2 T 0 j ai = 0g.We suppose that if ai = 0 for i 2 T 0, then Ei intersects at most twice other compo-nents. Then the invariants e(S); E(S) and E(S) of (3.4) are given by the same formula,using T 0 and Z 0 instead of T and Z.Proof. We may restrict ourselves to the case that h : X 0 ! X is the blowing{up of Xin a point Q. Denote the exceptional curve of h by E with log discrepancy a. We mustonly check what happens with zero log discrepancies; there are essentially �ve cases toconsider.(1) fQg = E1 \E2, a1 < 0 < a2 and a = a1 + a2 = 0,(2) Q 2 E�1 and a = a1 + 1 = 0,(3) E1 �= P1 has a1 = 0, E1 intersects E2 and E3 and Q = E1 \ E2 (so a2 + a3 = 0and a = a2),(4) E1 �= P1 has a1 = 0, E1 intersects only E2 and Q = E1 \ E2 (so a = a2 = �1),(5) E1 �= P1 has a1 = 0, E1 intersects only E2 and Q 2 E�1 (so a2 = �1 and a = 1).
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We compute for example case (3) for E(S); see Figure 9. We must verify whether thecontributions to E(S) of E1 � X and E1 [ E � X 0 are the same. Let ��1 denote theself{intersection number of E1 on X; then these contributions are�1(L� 1)2(La2 � 1)(La3 � 1) and (�1 + 1)(L� 1)2(La � 1)(La3 � 1) + (L� 1)2La � 1 + (L� 1)2(La � 1)(La2 � 1) ;respectively. Since a = a2 we have to show that(L� 1)2La2 � 1 � 1La3 � 1 + 1 + 1La2 � 1� = (L� 1)2La2 � 1 � La2+a3 � 1(La3 � 1)(La2 � 1)is zero. Indeed a2 + a3 = 0 here.We leave the other cases as an exercise. See [ACLM, Proposition 2.22] for similarcomputations. �3.6. Remark. Considering Theorem 2.10, the stringy invariants are in fact de�nedprecisely for the normal algebraic surfaces S for which the log discrepancies of theexceptional curves on the relative log minimal model of the pair (S; 0) are nonzero. Seee.g. [KM,KMM] for this notion.3.7. Remark. Letting t denote the least common denominator of the ai; i 2 T , it is clearthat E(S) 2 Q (u1=t ; v1=t) \ Z[[u1=t; v1=t]]. Also one can easily verify that the degree inu or v of E(S) (as rational function) is at most 2.3.8. Stringy invariants of germs. When P 2 S is a normal surface germ, using the samenotation as in (3.4) we de�neeP (S) := X;6=I�TnZ �(E�I )Yi2I 1ai +Xi2Z �iai1ai2 ;and analogously EP (S) and EP (S). Remark 3.7 also applies to EP (S).4. Poincar�e duality4.1. Still using the notation of (3.1) we will generalize the Poincar�e duality result ofBatyrev [B1, Theorem 3.7] in the log terminal case to all complete normal surfaces S forwhich our stringy invariants were de�ned, i.e. without strictly log canonical singularities.When all log discrepancies ai 6= 0 one sees easily that an alternative expression forE(S) is E(S) = XI�T [EI ]Yi2I � L� 1Lai � 1 � 1�:For E(S) this is the essential ingredient of Batyrev's proof. (A similar expression andresult appeared �rst in [DM].) An analogous expression is true for our more generalcase. 13



4.2. Lemma. Let S be a normal algebraic surface without strictly log canonical sin-gularities for which we use the notation of (3.4). ThenE(S) = XI�TnZ[EI ]Yi2I � L� 1Lai � 1 � 1�+Xi2Z �i(L� 1)2(Lai1 � 1)(Lai2 � 1) :Proof. We must verify thatXI�TnZ[EI ]Yi2I � L� 1Lai � 1 � 1� = XI�TnZ[E�I ]Yi2I L� 1Lai � 1 :Remembering that [E;] = [X] =PI�T [E�I ] one can compute that this amounts to theequality Xi2Zai2 6=1�[E�i ] + L� 1Lai1 � 1 + L� 1Lai2 � 1�+ Xi2Zai2=1�[E�i ] + L� 1Lai1 � 1� = 0:This is true because precisely for i 2 Z we have in the �rst sum [E�i ] = L � 1 andai1 + ai2 (= �iai) = 0, and in the second sum [E�i ] = L and ai1 = �1 ! �4.3. Poincar�e duality theorem. Let S be a complete normal (algebraic) surfacewithout strictly log canonical singularities. ThenE(S;u; v) = (uv)2E(S;u�1; v�1):Proof. With the previous notation we have thatE(S;u; v) = XI�TnZH(EI)Yi2I � uv � 1(uv)ai � 1 � 1�+Xi2Z �i(uv � 1)2((uv)ai1 � 1)((uv)ai2 � 1) :The required functional equation is true for each term in the �rst sum (see [B1]; oneshould just remark that E; = X is projective because it is nonsingular, complete and ofdimension 2). And since for i 2 Z we have that ai1 + ai2 = 0, this functional equationis also true for each term in the last sum. �4.4. When the projective surface S has at worst log terminal singularities, one seesimmediately that E(S; 0; 0) = 1 [B1, Theorem 3.7(ii)]. For more general S this in-variant measures as follows the complexity of the dual graphs of the non log terminalsingularities of S. 14



4.5. Proposition. Let S be a complete normal (algebraic) surface without strictly logcanonical singularities. Then E(S; 0; 0) = 1�XPj �(�j) ;where Pj runs over the non log terminal singularities of S, and �j is the dual graph ofthe minimal (or any other) log resolution of Pj 2 S.Remark. Recall that the �rst Betti number �1(�j) of �j is 1 � �(�j), and can beconsidered as the `number of circles' in �j .Proof. We use the expression for E(S) coming from Lemma 4.2, where for i 2 Z wemay assume that ai2 = �ai1 > 0 :E(S) = H(X) + X;6=I�TnZH(EI)Yi2I � uv � 1(uv)ai � 1 � 1��Xi2Z �i(uv � 1)2(uv)ai2((uv)ai2 � 1)2 :Now for i 62 Z, substituting u = v = 0 in uv�1(uv)ai�1 � 1 yields 0 and �1 if ai > 0 andai < 0, respectively. SoE(S; 0; 0) = H(X; 0; 0) + X;6=I�T8i2I:ai<0H(EI ; 0; 0)(�1)jIj= 1� X;6=I�T8i2I:ai<0(�1)jIj+1:The last sum can be interpreted as follows. Looking at the terms associated to one �xed(necessarily non log terminal) singularity Pj , we see that they add to(number of irreducible components Ei with ai < 0 in the minimal log resolution of Pj)� (number of intersections of such curves).Using the structure of the resolution graph of P , as given by Theorem 2.10, we see thatthis di�erence is precisely the Euler characteristic �(�j). Indeed, since the componentsEi with ai � 0 appear in the disjoint `attached chains', they do not contribute to thisEuler characteristic. �5. Nonnegativity of `stringy Hodge numbers'5.1. For projective varieties V (of arbitrary dimension) with at worst canonical Goren-stein singularities Batyrev [B1, 3.10] conjectured the following. If E(V ) is a polynomial,say E(V ) =Pi;j bijuivj 2 Z[u; v], then all (�1)i+jbij should be nonnegative. Hence itwould make sense to consider them as stringy Hodge numbers of V [B1, 3.8].15



One can ask more generally an analogous question for arbitrary log terminal singu-larities. Then however we talk about polynomials in u; v with rational powers and henceabout rationally graded stringy Hodge numbers. We remark here that in the orbifoldphilosophy of Ruan [R] such a rational grading of Hodge numbers appears in a naturalway.It is not totally obvious which nonnegativity to expect. One can for instance considerE(V ) as a (usual) rational function in u1=r and v1=r, where r is the index of V . Atany rate when E(V ) =Pi;j bijuivj is a polynomial over Z with rational powers, all biishould be nonnegative in a decent theory of such stringy Hodge numbers.5.2. In dimension 2 the canonical (Gorenstein) singularities are precisely those withall log discrepancies equal to 1 (in the minimal log resolution), hence their stringy E{function is by de�nition a polynomial with the required nonnegativity of its coe�cients.More generally for log terminal surface singularities P 2 S one can easily computethat their stringy Euler number eP (S) 2 Z (in fact 2 N), as was also remarked byBatyrev [B1, 5.4]. Here we will express their stringy E{functions EP (S) in terms of thedeterminants of certain non{symmetric matrices which appeared already in [V1,V2],and derive that EP (S) is a polynomial (with rational powers) in uv with nonnegativecoe�cients. Consequently normal surfaces with at worst log terminal singularities havewell de�ned (rationally graded) stringy Hodge numbers in the sense of [B1].5.3. Let �rst S be any normal surface without strictly log canonical singularities forwhich we still use the notation of 3.1. We make a remark about obstructions for E(S) tobe a polynomial (with rational powers). Looking at the de�ning formula for E(S) eachcomponent Ei with ai 6= 0 is a possible obstruction because of the occurring expressionuv�1(uv)ai�1 . (However in the special case that ai 2 1Z this expression is a polynomial.)Now it is already implicit in [V2, 5.6] that chains of P1's in fact do not contribute tothe possible denominator of E(S) (without special information on their log discrepan-cies), and more precisely we have a closed formula for the contribution of such chainsto E(S). We will state this more generally for E(S).5.4. Proposition. Let Ei; 0 � i � r + 1; intersect as in Figure 10, with Ei �= P1for 1 � i � r and a0ar+1 6= 0. Then the contribution of [ri=1Ei to E(S), i.e. thecontribution of all I � T with I \ f1; � � � ; rg 6= ; is(5) (L� 1)2Dr(La0 � 1)(Lar+1 � 1) ;where Dr is the determinant of a non{symmetric `L{deformation' of the intersectionmatrix of the Ei; 1 � 1 � r, de�ned below.For the same intersection con�guration without E0, and without E0 and Er+1, thecontribution of [ri=1Ei to E(S) is (L�1)DrLar+1�1 and Dr, respectively. (The last case meansthat f1; � � � ; rg = T .) 16
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Figure 105.5. We introduce for i = 1; � � � ; r the notation Ki := P�i�1j=0 Ljai = L�iai�1Lai�1 , where��i is the self{intersection number of Ei. To give the general idea we �rst state thecase D8 :�����������������������������

K1 �La3 La2 � 1 0 0 0 0 0�La0 K2 �La1 0 0 0 0 00 �La4 K3 �La5 La4 � 1 0 0 00 La3 � 1 �La2 K4 �La3 0 0 00 0 0 �La6 K5 �La7 La6 � 1 00 0 0 La5 � 1 �La4 K6 �La5 00 0 0 0 0 �La8 K7 �La90 0 0 0 0 La7 � 1 �La6 K8

�����������������������������In general Dr is de�ned as the determinant of the (r; r){matrix with entries di;j de�nedas follows :(1) di;i = Ki for i = 1; � � � ; r;(2) when i is odd di;i�1 = �Lai+1 , di;i+1 = �Lai+2 , di;i+2 = Lai+1 � 1, and di;j = 0for j < i� 1 and j > i+ 2;(3) when i is even di;i�2 = Lai�1 � 1, di;i�1 = �Lai�2 , di;i+1 = �Lai�1 , and di;j = 0for j < i� 2 and j > i+ 1.(Of course in (2) and (3) we only de�ne di;j when 1 � i; j � r.) When E0 and Er+1 donot occur we replace a0 and ar+1 by 1.Remark. The matrix de�ning Dr�1 is obtained from the matrix de�ning Dr by deletingthe rth row and column.5.6. About the proof of 5.4. This can be considered as the degenerate case of the zerofunction f in [V2, 5.6], where we studied a motivic zeta function associated to a regular17



function f on a normal surface germ. And the proof of [V2, 5.6] is analogous to theproof of a similar result for Igusa's local zeta functions in [V1, Sections 5 and 6].Here a priori we just have to be careful when some discrepancy ai; 1 � i � r, is zero.(This can happen for at most one such i.) Now our De�nition 3.3 is such that this doesnot change anything. �5.7. Easy example. When r = 1 and a1 6= 0 the contribution of E1 to E(S) is(L� 1)2La1 � 1 �1 + 1La0 � 1 + 1La2 � 1� = (L� 1)2(La0+a2 � 1)(La1 � 1)(La0 � 1)(La2 � 1) ;and since a0+a2 = �1a1 this expression is as stated in Proposition 5.4; indeed D1 = K1.And when a1 = 0 the contribution of E1 is by de�nition �1(L�1)2(La0�1)(La2�1) , which again isas stated because now K1 = �1.5.8. Addendum. One can of course specialize Proposition 5.4 to E(S) and e(S);the contribution of [ri=1Ei to e(S) is dra0ar+1 , where dr is the absolute value of thedeterminant of the intersection matrix of E1; � � � ; Er.5.9. Remark. More conceptually the contributions in Proposition 5.4 and Addendum5.8 can be considered as the essential parts of formulae for our stringy invariants of Sin terms of the relative log minimal model or relative log canonical model of S, see [V2,Sections 4 and 5].5.10. Theorem. Let Ei; 0 � i � r + 1; and Dr be as in 5.4 and 5.5. We consider Dras a Laurent polynomial in L (over Z) with rational powers.(i) All coe�cients of Dr are nonnegative.(ii) The constant term of Dr is (strictly) positive. If moreover all ai > 0, then thisconstant term is equal to 1.Proof. (i) We �rst de�ne by induction on r other Laurent polynomials Ar in L, whichare useful here. We set A1 := �1�2Xj=0 Lja1and Ar := (�r�3Xj=0 Ljar )Dr�1 + L(�r�2)arAr�1 for r � 2;where the sum P�r�3j=0 Ljar is to be interpreted as zero if �r = 2.Claim. Dr = (P�r�2j=0 Ljar )Dr�1 + L(�r�1)arAr�1 for r � 2.18



We show the claim by induction on r. For r = 2 we �rst remark that a0 + a3 =(�1�1)a1+(�2�1)a2 which follows from the equalities �1a1 = a0+a2 and �2a2 = a1+a3.For r = 2 then indeedD2 :=K2K1 � La0+a3 = (�2�2Xj=0 Lja2 + L(�2�1)a2)D1 � L(�1�1)a1+(�2�1)a2=(�2�2Xj=0 Lja2)D1 + L(�2�1)a2A1:For r � 3 we use the following restatement of [V1, Lemma 5.6] in this context :(6) Dr = (�r�2Xj=0 Ljar )Dr�1 + L(�r�1)ar�ar�1(Dr�1 �Dr�2):The induction hypothesis yields(7) Dr�1 = (�r�1�2Xj=0 Ljar�1)Dr�2 + L(�r�1�1)ar�1Ar�2:Combining (6) and (7) we obtainDr = (�r�2Xj=0 Ljar )Dr�1 + L(�r�1)ar  (P�r�1�2j=0 Ljar�1 � 1Lar�1 )Dr�2 + L(�r�1�2)ar�1Ar�2!= (�r�2Xj=0 Ljar )Dr�1 + L(�r�1)arAr�1;�nishing the proof of the claim.Finally we prove simultaneously that all coe�cients of Dr and Ar are nonnegative,again by induction on r. For r = 1 this is obvious, and for r � 2 it is an immediateconsequence of the induction hypothesis by the de�nition of Ar and the claim.(ii) Also this is now easily veri�ed simultaneously for Dr and Ar by induction onr. � 6. Log terminal and weighted homogeneous singularities6.1. Hirzebruch{Jung singularities. Let P 2 S be an An;q{singularity with excep-tional divisor [ri=1Ei of its minimal resolution. Then by Proposition 5.4 and Addendum5.8 we have that EP (S) = Dr and eP (S) = n;where Dr is as in 5.5.6.2. For the other log terminal surface singularities it is now also easy to give an explicitdescription of EP (S) as a polynomial in uv with rational powers; more generally we19
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Figure 116.3. Let P 2 S be a normal surface singularity with dual graph of its minimal logresolution � : X ! S as in Figure 11. Here, as in (1.6), an ellips means a chain of P1'sattached to E, which we denote as in Figure 12. (i): : :� � � � �E E(i)ri E(i)ri�1 E(i)2 E(i)1Figure 12We know that such a chain is determined by the two coprime numbers ni and qi, wherehere we take qi as the absolute value of the determinant of the intersection matrix ofE(i)1 ; � � � ; E(i)ri�1. Let also the central curve E have genus g and self{intersection number��. As remarked in [D, Section 2.4], this class of singularities is very large since, bya theorem of Orlik and Wagreich [OW], it includes all weighted homogeneous isolatedcomplete intersection singularities, for which the numbers fg;�; (n1; q1); � � � ; (nk; qk)gare called the Seifert invariants of the singularity. (See e.g. [D] and [W] for moreinformation on these singularities.)6.4. Proposition. Let P 2 S be a normal surface singularity with dual graph of itsminimal log resolution as in 6.3, which is not strictly log canonical. We denote by d theabsolute value of the determinant of the total intersection matrix of ��1P . Then(i) the log discrepancy a of E isa = 2� 2g � k +Pki=1 1ni��Pki=1 qini = Qki=1 nid (2� 2g � k + kXi=1 1ni );(ii) eP (S) = 1a (2� 2g � k +Pki=1 ni); 20



(iii) EP (S) = L�1La�1 ([E�] +Pki=1D(i)ri );where D(i)ri is the determinant of 5.5 associated to E(i)1 ; � � � ; E(i)ri and E(i)ri+1 = E for each1 � i � k.Proof. (i) Denote for 1 � i � k the log discrepancy of E(i)ri by ai. Then an easycomputation, starting from �a = 2� 2g+Pki=1(ai � 1) and the equalities [V1, Lemma2.4] ai = 1ni (qia+ 1) for 1 � i � k;yields the �rst expression. The second one is essentially [A, 3.1.10].(ii) and (iii). Immediate from Proposition 5.4 and Addendum 5.8. (Remark thata 6= 0 because P 2 S is required not to be strictly log canonical.) �6.5. Log terminal singularities. We apply Proposition 6.4 to the singularities P 2 Sin case (2) of (1.6(i)). Say the ith ellips corresponds to an Ani;qi{singularity.Case (2; 2; n3) : a = 1�n3�n3�q3 = 4d and eP (S) = (n3 + 3)(�n3 � n3 � q3) = (n3 + 3)d4 .Case (2; 3; 3) : a = 16��2q2�2q3�3 = 3d and eP (S) = 7(6�� 2q2 � 2q3 � 3) = 7d3 .Case (2; 3; 4) : a = 112��4q2�3q3�6 = 2d and eP (S) = 8(12�� 4q2 � 3q3 � 6) = 8d2 .Case (2; 3; 5) : a = 130��10q2�6q3�15 = 1d and eP (S) = 9(30�� 10q2 � 6q3 � 15) = 9d.Moreover EP (S) = L�1La�1 (L� 2 +P3i=1D(i)ri ).Since a 2 1N and by Theorem 5.10, we have that EP (S) can be considered as a polynomialin L with rational powers and with nonnegative coe�cients.Combining this with (6.1) we obtain that EP (S) is such a polynomial in uv for anylog terminal singularity P 2 S, as claimed in (5.2). As a consequence, to any algebraicsurface with at worst log terminal singularities, we can assign (nonnegative) stringyHodge numbers as in (5.1).6.6. On the other hand let P 2 S be as in Proposition 6.4 but not log canonical, andsuppose that a 2 1Z. Then necessarily a < 0, say a = � 1m with m 2 N. We have thatEP (S) = L� 1L�1=m � 1([E�] + kXi=1D(i)ri ) = �( mXj=1Lj=m)([E]� k + kXi=1D(i)ri ):It is remarkable that now, again by Theorem 5.10, not EP (S) but �EP (S) is a poly-nomial in u and v (with rational powers), whose coe�cients induce nonnegative `Hodgenumbers' as in 5.1. (In a provocative way one could say that passing from log terminalto non log canonical, through the black hole of strictly log canonical, switches positiveto negative.) This will not be true for all non log canonical P 2 S for which EP (S) isa polynomial in u and v; it would be interesting to know when precisely this happens.21



6.7. Remark. If in (6.6) the log discrepancy of some curve E(i)ri , intersecting the centralcurve E, is zero, then the condition a 2 1Z is satis�ed. Indeed, then e.g. by [V1, Lemma2.4] we have that a = � 1qi . � �� �EE1 E3E2Figure 136.8. Example : Triangle singularities. These are the normal surface singularities withdual graph of their minimal log resolution as in Figure 13, where all four curves arerational and � = �E2 = 1. (This is indeed a special case of (6.3).) By Proposition6.4(i) we have that a = �1, and hence that a1 = a2 = a3 = 0. SoEP (S) = �L(L� 2 + n1 + n2 + n3) ;where ni = �E2i , and �EP (S) = (uv)2 + (n1 + n2 + n3 � 2)uv ;and it is tempting to associate some kind of Hodge numbers 1 and n1 + n2 + n3 � 2 toP 2 S. References[A] V. Alexeev, Log canonical surface singularities: arithmetical approach, seminar Salt Lake City1991, In Flips and abundance for algebraic threefolds, J. Koll�ar ed., Ast�erisque 211 (1992),47{58.[ACLM] E. Artal, P. Cassou{Nogu�es, I. Luengo and A. Melle, Monodromy conjecture for some surfacesingularities, preprint (2000).[B1] V. Batyrev, Stringy Hodge numbers of varieties with Gorenstein canonical singularities,Proc. Taniguchi Symposium 1997, In `Integrable Systems and Algebraic Geometry, Kobe/Kyoto 1997', World Sci. Publ. (1999), 1{32.[B2] , Non{Archimedian integrals and stringy Euler numbers of log terminal pairs, J. Europ.Math. Soc. 1 (1999), 5{33.[BPV] W. Barth, C. Peters and A. Van de Ven, Compact complex surfaces, Springer Verlag, Berlin,1984.[D] A. Dimca, Singularities and topology of hypersurfaces, Springer Verlag, New York, 1992.[DL1] J. Denef and F. Loeser, Motivic Igusa zeta functions, J. Alg. Geom. 7 (1998), 505{537.[DL2] , Germs of arcs on singular algebraic varieties and motivic integration, Invent. Math.135 (1999), 201{232.[DM] J. Denef and D. Meuser, A functional equation of Igusa's local zeta function, Amer. J. Math.113 (1991), 1135{1152.[K] M. Kontsevich, Lecture at Orsay (December 7, 1995).[KM] J. Koll�ar and S. Mori, Birational geometry of algebraic varieties, Cambridge Tracts in Math-ematics 134, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1998.22
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